Comparison of SF-36 and WHOQOL-100 life quality scales in early period tuberculosis subjects.
To determine the quality of life levels of early-period tuberculosis subjects by using the Short Form-36 and World Health Organisation's Quality of Life-100 scales and to compare the similar fields of the two scales. The cross-sectional research, including 92 active tuberculosis subjects, was conducted from January 2007 to January 2008 at the Ministry of Health and Research's Sanitorium in Kayseri, Turkey. The two standard formats and a survey form developed by the authors were used as a means of data collection. The Bland-Altman method was used to determine the adaptation of standard protocols in physical, social and psychological functions, general health perception, pain and vitality areas. SPSS version 15 was used for data analysis. As a result of applied correlation analysis, a positive significant, but moderate, common relation was found between the two scales as regards similar subfields (physical function r=0.391, general health perception r=0.436, social relations r=0.411, and spiritual health r=0.546) (p< 0.001). The subgroups of the scales Cronbach-Alfa reliability coefficient were observed to vary between 0.63 to 0.94.The adaptability of the two scales was observed under physical, social and psychological functions, general health perception, pain and vitality/energy subfields by the Bland-Altman method. Our study revealed the fact that there was adaptability between similar subfields of the two standard protocols in early-period tuberculosis subjects.